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In today's #vatnik soup and 3rd edition of "You pronounced this
nonsense, not me", I'll explain why  is definitely NOT fighting
NATO as they say. 1st of all, why are they claiming this without
showing any proof? There are two reasons: 1)  always lies,
& 2) they're losing. 1/9

In August, Putin's deputy chief-of-staff, Sergey Kiriyenko declared that "Ukraine’s leadership

has sold out its own people to fight on behalf of NATO against Russia." He continued: "We

understand very well that we are not fighting against Ukraine in the Ukrainian

territory,...2/9
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... and we are certainly not against the Ukrainian people. The entire NATO bloc is at war with

Russia in Ukraine with Ukrainians' hands" 

This "news" was quickly spread by far-right blogs such as Europe Renaissance. 
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It was then amplified with fake propaganda videos such as "Putin is stuck: 10 thousand

NATO Troops entered the territory of Ukraine!" - a clip that "proved" the presence of NATO

and that was seen by over 120 000 people before it was deleted. 
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On September 21, 2022, Putin picked this narrative for his own speech, when he suggested

that "The Kyiv regime has launched new gangs of foreign mercenaries and nationalists,

military units trained to Nato standards and under the de-facto command of Western

advisers." 
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RIA Novosti joined the claim by stating that "Our intelligence agencies revealed the arrival of

regular Nato officers in the Kharkiv region." 

All this was said after the humiliating losses at Kharkiv Oblast & further amplified after the

drone strike vs. the Black Sea fleet. 
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As a "proof" Russia has shown tweets by American soldiers fighting in Ukraine. These people

are not currently serving in the US military but have joined the Ukrainian Foreign Legion. Of

course, no ACTUAL proof of NATO involvement has been presented. 
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To conclude, I would like to share one of my "favorite" stories from the Syrian civil war: the

Battle of Khasham. It is the only modern example of combat between US and Russia-

affiliated (PMC Wagner) elite troops. This battle showed the huge skill gap between the two. 
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It was roughly 4-hour battle in which a group of Wagner's finest were obliterated by a much

smaller US force, without taking any losses. Read the story here:

IF Russia was fighting NATO in Ukraine by traditional means, the war would already be

over. 
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That Time US Forces Tore Hundreds of Russian Wagner Group Mercen…
In the 2018 Battle of Khasham, US forces annihilated hundreds of Syrian soldiers
and mercenaries from Russia's Wagner Group.

https://www.coffeeordie.com/wagner-group-syria-khasham
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